The influence of plasma geometry on the linear stability of electrostatic ion-temperature-gradient driven drift modes ͑ITG or i ϭL n /L Ti modes͒ is investigated. An advanced fluid model is used for the ions together with Boltzmann distributed electrons. The derived eigenvalue equation is solved numerically. A comparison is made between an H-1NF ͓Fusion Technol. 17, 123 ͑1990͔͒ like stellarator equilibrium, a numerical tokamak equilibrium and the analytical ŝ Ϫ␣ equilibrium. The numerical and the analytical tokamak are found to be in good agreement in the low inverse aspect ratio limit. The growth rates of the tokamak and stellarator are comparable whereas the modulus of the real frequency is substantially larger in the stellarator. The threshold in i for the stellarator is found to be somewhat larger. In addition, a stronger stabilization of the ITG mode growth is found for large ⑀ n (ϭL n /R) in the stellarator case.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main unsolved questions in fusion research is to understand the anomalously high cross field particle and energy transport in magnetically confined plasmas. 1, 2 In recent years, substantial efforts have been made towards a deeper understanding of these issues.
One of the most important problems remaining is the effects of three-dimensional ͑3D͒ geometry of stellarators and tokamaks, since most of the previous studies have used simplified magnetic field configurations. The geometry affects the magnetic drift frequency, and the perpendicular and parallel space variation, and thus change the regions of favorable and unfavorable curvature.
Among the drift waves, the ion-temperature-gradient ͑ITG or i ϭL n /L Ti ͒ driven mode [3] [4] [5] [6] is one of the main candidates for explaining the anomalous transport in the core plasma.
Previous work on stability of i -modes include some work on simplified tokamak equilibria 7, 8 and, to a more limited extent, in full stellarator equilibria. 9 In recent investigations, a full 3D tokamak geometry 10 was used to calculate the i -mode stability.
With inclusion of the nonlinear terms, the model used here has been successful in reproducing experimental 11 and nonlinear gyrokinetic results. 12 The drift wave sensitivity to effects of geometry is strongly dependent on the fluid closure and thus it is essential to study the effects of geometry with an advanced fluid model. 13 In the present paper a comparative investigation of the linear i -mode stability on geometry is displayed for three different cases, namely the H-1NF 14 stellarator, a numerical circular 3D tokamak and an analytical ŝ -␣ equilibrium model. The numerical equilibria employed are generated by the VMEC code. 15 In this analysis, good agreement is found in comparisons of the analytical and the numerical tokamak results for small and intermediate radial positions. These results are contrasted to the comparisons of the geometry dependent quantities, the magnetic drift frequency and the perpendicular wave vector. The growth rates in the tokamak and stellarator are comparable, whereas the modulus of the real frequency is substantially larger for the stellarator, which is caused by the stronger curvature for the stellarator. The threshold in i for the stellarator is somewhat larger. In addition, a stronger stabilization of the ITG mode growth is found for large ⑀ n in the stellarator case, this is due to the negative local magnetic shear in the stellarator.
It is often assumed that there is a relationship between the linear growth rate and the nonlinear turbulence level. In Ref. 12 there are indications of limitations for this assumption, due to the effects of zonal flows. Zonal flows, radially localized and strongly sheared flows in the poloidal direction are commonly believed to be responsible for the turbulence suppression and enhancement of confinement in toroidal devices. The results reported in Ref. 12 suggests that zonal flows may cause a nonlinear up-shift in the critical temperature gradient needed to obtain transport for longer time scales. This is, however, out of the scope of the present paper.
The remainder of the paper is structured in the following way. In Sec. II the physical model and the equilibria are presented. The results and a discussion thereof is presented in Sec. III. Finally, we summarize the work in Sec. IV.
II. DRIFT WAVE MODEL AND MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATION
For the ions, we employ an advanced fluid model, 7, 8, 16, 17 whereas the electrons are assumed to be Boltzmann distributed. The model equations are solved using numerical equilibria and a generalized ŝ -␣ model equilibrium, which allows for the choosing of the global shear ŝ and safety factor q as free parameters.
First we consider the fluid model consisting of the ion continuity, the parallel momentum and the ion energy equation in the electrostatic limit,
Here, n i is the ion particle density, p i ϭn i T i is the ion pressure, T i is the ion temperature, v ជ ʈ i is the parallel ion velocity, is the electrostatic potential, and m i is the ion mass. The convective derivative is defined as
where e is the charge, c is the speed of light, and e ʈ ϭB ជ /͉B ជ ͉ is a unit vector along the magnetic field. The drift v ជ i is the stress tensor drift, cf. p. 20, Ref. 16 , and the polarization drift v p i is defined as
where v ជ i is the total ion drift velocity and the cyclotron frequency is given by ⍀ ci ϭeB/m i c. Here we express the divergence as
where we substitute v ជ E and v ជ Ãi for v ជ i . The part due to v ជ E corresponds to the polarization drift velocity, and the part due to v ជ Ãi is the lowest order finite Larmor radius ͑FLR͒ term. We then obtain
where s ϭc s /⍀ ci and c s ϭͱT e /m i and ⌬ is the Laplacian. The diamagnetic ion heat flux is given by
The ion temperature fluctuations equations couple to Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ through
where ␦P j ( jϭi,e) is the perturbed pressure and v ជ D j is the magnetic drift velocity at the thermal speed, i.e.,
where ជ ϭ(e ʈ •ٌ)e ʈ is the curvature vector. Additional curvature relations arise in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ as
Assuming a perturbation of the form e Ϫit and using the continuity equation for ٌ•v ជ i in the energy equation, the convective diamagnetic effects cancel out and the energy equation becomes
The parallel ion equation ͑2͒ gives
ͪ .
͑14͒
Here we have ϭ T e /T i . Substituting ͑13͒ and ͑14͒ into ͑1͒ and using quasineutrality and Boltzmann distributed electrons ␦n i /n 0 ϭ ␦n e /n 0 ϭ e/T e , we arrive at the eigenvalue equation
where
͑16͒
Employing the standard high-n ballooning mode formalism, 18 we obtain a second order eigenvalue equation for the potential in the extended ballooning mode coordinate ,
where ⍀ϭ / Ãe and we have
Here, ⑀ n ϭL n /R and q is the safety factor, ŝ ϭ d ln q/d ln r is the magnetic shear. The geometric effects enter through the magnetic drift frequency D and the parallel derivative in the second order differential eigenvalue equation and through k Ќ 2 . The numerical equilibria are calculated using the VMEC code 15 and are then mapped to the Boozer coordinate system (s,,), 19, 20 where sϭ2/ p is the normalized flux ͑ra-dial͒ coordinate and , are the generalized poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively. Here p ϭB 0 ā 2 /q is the total poloidal magnetic flux and 2 is the poloidal magnetic flux, where B 0 is the magnetic field at the axis, ā is the minor radius. The Boozer coordinate system is related to the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) by the cylindrical coordinates (R,,z), where R is the major axis and the cylindrical toroidal angle, as
Here n p and n t are the maximum poloidal and toroidal Fourier components, respectively, and N is the number of field periods in the device studied. The Fourier components R mn , mn , z mn and the rotational transform ϭ2/q are determined by the VMEC code.
The position vector r ជ of any point (s,,) at a magnetic surface s in the Cartesian coordinate system is r ជ ϭ(R cos , R sin , z) with the covariant basis vectors in the Boozer system e ជ i ϭ‫ץ‬r ជ/‫ץ‬x i , where x i ϭ͕s,,͖ and the contravariant components are calculated as ٌx i ϭe ជ j ϫe ជ k /J. Here
is the Jacobian, where B ជ ϭٌ␣ϫٌϭ ٌ␣ϫٌs, ϭd/dsϭB 0 ā /2q, and ␣ϭϪq. 
͑28͒
The eigenmode equation is now in the Boozer coordinate system,
where ⑀ is the WKB expansion parameter and S is the eikonal in the standard ballooning mode formalism. This definition of k differs slightly from that commonly used in such a way that it gives the same k Ќ for different matching points.
Using the analytical ŝ -␣ equilibrium model, explicit expressions for the magnetic drift frequency and perpendicular space variation are found
Here bϭk 2 S 2 and the global magnetic shear is calculated from the numerical equilibrium as ŝ ϭ (1/q)(‫ץ‬q/‫ץ‬s) ϫ(‫ץ‬s/‫ץ‬r), cf. Ref. 21 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The solutions for the eigenmode equation ͓Eq. ͑29͔͒ are found by a standard numerical shooting technique, making use of the WKB-type boundary conditions for large as in Refs. 8 and 22. These studies are carried out on the H-1NF stellarator with n p ϭ13, n t ϭ27 and with field configuration having a three-fold toroidal symmetry (Nϭ3) and a numerical tokamak equilibrium having an aspect ratio (R /ā )ϭ10, which is also compared to the analytical ŝ -␣ model equilibrium.
The ITG mode spectrum ͑normalized to the electron diamagnetic frequency͒ is shown in Fig. 1 for the Numerical Tokamak for sϭ0.4, bϭ0.1, k ϭ0.0, ⑀ n ϭ0.5, i ϭ8, and ϭ1. The eigenfunctions along the field line are displayed as insets for some of the eigenfrequencies. It is found that the mode growth of the stellarator and the tokamak are comparable, whereas the modulus of the real frequency is substantially lower in the tokamak than the stellarator, cf. Fig. 1 in Ref. 9 . In Ref. 16 , the real frequency and the growth rate are calculated analytically. Neglecting the effects of FLR and letting ϭ1, the real part of the frequency can be written as unstable mode, which is also the most localized mode, are very similar comparing the stellarator and tokamak case. Figure 2 displays the mode eigenfrequency ͑both real frequency and growth rate normalized to the electron diamagnetic frequency͒ as a function i ͑ * representing analytical tokamak, ϩ numerical tokamak and the squares the stellarator͒ and the other parameters as in Fig. 1 . A good agreement in the growth rate above the threshold for the analytical and numerical tokamak is found. However, there is a slight shift in the real frequency. The modulus of the real frequency for the stellarator is substantially larger and the threshold is somewhat larger than in the tokamak case. There are previous results indicating that negative magnetic shear increases the threshold, cf. Fig. 7 of Ref. 8. In Fig. 3 the ⑀ n dependency of the eigenvalue on both real frequency and growth rate normalized to the electron diamagnetic frequency and the other parameter values as in Fig. 1 are displayed, with the symbol * representing the analytical tokamak, triangles the analytical tokamak with reversed shear (ŝ ϭϪ0.459), ϩ the numerical tokamak, and the squares the stellarator. Note the stabilization due to compression is recovered for smaller values in the stellarator than in the tokamak geometry. This is due to the fact that the negative magnetic shear in the stellarator tends to decrease the curvature and the mode eigenfunction becomes extended and, thus, the growth rate decreases. Using the analytical model with reversed shear, the stellarator result is reproduced. Moreover, there is good agreement of the growth rates for all three geometries for small ⑀ n .
The effects of finite Larmor radius are presented in Fig.  4 . Here b, defined as
is the local value of the normalized perpendicular wave number in the magnetic surface. The eigenfrequency, with both real frequency and growth rate normalized to the electron diamagnetic frequency as a function of b is shown and the other parameters are as in Fig. 1 . Here the symbol * represents the analytical tokamak, ϩ the numerical tokamak, and the squares the stellarator. Comparing the three different geometries, there are no large shifts in the peak value of the spectrum, whereas in the stellarator case there is stronger stabilization of the growth rate as b increases. Considering temperature ratios in terms of
Ϫ1
ϭT i /T e , the dependency on the eigenfrequency is normalized to the electron diamagnetic frequency and the other parameters as in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 5 , ϩ representing the numerical tokamak and the squares the stellarator. The stabilization due to large and small Ϫ1 is found in both the stellarator and the tokamak, however, the stabilization is somewhat stronger for larger Ϫ1 and somewhat weaker for smaller Ϫ1 's in the stellarator case. The variation of the results with aspect ratio and associated equilibrium quantities such as curvature and mod B is displayed in Fig. 6 , which shows the eigenfrequency as a function of the normalized radial Boozer coordinate s. Here the symbol * represents the analytical tokamak, ϩ the numerical tokamak, and squares the stellarator, all other parameters are set as in Fig. 1 . It is observed that for small and intermediate s, the growth rates agrees fairly well, whereas for large s there is a slight disagreement in the real frequency for the tokamaks. Presumably this is due to the decreasing aspect ratio for larger s. For the stellarator, the curvature decreases as s increases and the growth rate and the modulus of the real frequency decrease. Employing Eq. ͑37͒, at magnetic surface sϭ0.4 the real frequency for the tokamak is approximately Ϫ1.67 and for the stellarator it is Ϫ2.47. If the FLR dependent terms are included, the real frequency will be slightly lower in both cases.
We can understand the differences in the obtained results between stellarators and the tokamaks and the variation with the radial coordinate in terms of the variation of the curvature. We can also understand the different results obtained by using the numerical tokamak and the ŝ -␣ model equilibrium in terms of the different variation of the curvature with respect to the radial coordinate. In Figs. 7͑a͒, 7͑b͒; cantly reduced and, hence, the eigenfunctions are more extended and the growth rates are lower. In the case of eigenmodes localized in regions with favorable curvature ͑e.g., the inside of the tokamak͒ the eigenfunctions tend to become extended and the growth rates are decreased.
IV. SUMMARY
The effects of 3D geometry in a circular tokamak and the stellarator H-1NF are compared with respect to linear stability of the ion-temperature-gradient ITG mode. The work is based on an advanced fluid model for the ions in the presence of parallel ion momentum effects and the electrons are assumed to be Boltzmannian. The effects of finite ␤, trapping, collisions are neglected in order to more easily quantify the effects of 3D geometry. The 3D numerical equilibria are generated by the VMEC code and the analytical equilibrium is the ŝ -␣ model.
An eigenvalue equation was derived using the high-n ballooning mode formalism. The derived eigenvalue equation was solved using a standard shooting technique described in Refs. 8 and 9.
A comparison of the analytical and the numerical tokamak results for small and intermediate radial Boozer coordinate s showed good agreement. The differences for larger radii is understood in terms of geometry dependent quantities, the magnetic drift frequency and the perpendicular wave vector. The growth rates in the tokamak and stellarator are comparable, whereas the modulus of the real frequency is substantially larger for the stellarator. The latter can be understood in terms of differences in the geometry resulting in substantially different curvature. The threshold in i for the stellarator is somewhat larger. This is a result of negative magnetic shear, which is also observed in tokamaks with negative shear. The stabilization due to compression is recovered for smaller values of ⑀ n in the stellarator than in the tokamak geometry. This is due to the fact that the negative magnetic shear in the stellarator tends to decrease the curvature and the mode eigenfunction becomes extended and thus the growth rate decreases. This is displayed using the corresponding result for the analytical model with reversed shear.
The effects of noncircular 3D tokamak geometry is important but has been neglected in this work and will be a subject of a future paper. Especially the cross-sectional elongation, since it is known experimentally that the effects of elongation on the energy confinement time is favorable E ϳ 
